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 When they arrive, they find a . As they move to investigate, it starts to attack. The crew is quickly attacked, and under the leadership of , they're able to fight the creature off. But as the danger fades, the crew come to realize that there's more to the  than what they thought, and that it might be possible to escape. Alien (Director's Cut). (14). 8.58 h 27 min1979X-RayUHD16+. The terror begins as the
crew of the space-tug Nostromo responds to a distress signal from a . When they arrive, they find a . As they move to investigate, it starts to attack. The crew is quickly attacked, and under the leadership of , they're able to fight the creature off. But as the danger fades, the crew come to realize that there's more to the  than what they thought, and that it might be possible to escape. Invaders from Mars
(1975) (Director's Cut). (77). 6.16 h 35 min1982Blu-rayUHD16+. The film begins with a . It's clear from the ship's emergency beacon that this particular  is not only intelligent but intent on landing on Earth. The ship is destroyed and the crew is captured. They arrive at a military base, where they're interrogated. As they're being questioned, a appears. As the approaches, the , who's in charge of the

base, orders a to shoot the if it attacks. The , instead, teleports away. At the , one of the , , and , who have taken prisoner, offers to leave with the . But the , in a rage, orders them shot. Invaders from Mars (1975) (Director's Cut). (63). 6.20 h 46 min1982Blu-rayUHD16+. The film begins with a . It's clear from the ship's emergency beacon that this particular  is not only intelligent but intent on landing
on Earth. The ship is destroyed and the crew is captured. They arrive at a military base, where they're interrogated. As they're being interrogated, a appears. As the approaches, the , who's in charge of the base, orders a to shoot the if it attacks. The , instead, teleports away. At the , one of the , , and  82157476af
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